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What makes us 
different.
When it comes to entrance exams, the 

needs of your student are unique. While 

they may be amazing at math, they 

might struggle with reading. They need 

someone who knows where to focus 

and how to inspire confidence.

That’s where we come in. We start with 

a conversation about their goals and 

needs. We want to know where they 

struggle and where they shine. Only 

then do we recommend a solution 

that can deliver the results you’re both 

looking for.

"Dedicated" only 
scratches the surface.
Helping your child boost their exam 

score can be a difficult task. Fortunately, 

you don’t have to do it alone. From day 

one, you’ll have access to a committed 

Education Director who knows your 

student, understands their needs, and 

is ready to answer any question. 

My tutor showed 
me a variety of 
tactics for each 
section and 
found one that 
was right for me.
– Lizzie, student 

   St. Louis, MO

“ 

A personalized path 
to a better score.

Get a handpicked test prep expert 
and a customized approach. 



Handpicked 
Experts
Learn from the absolute best.
Connecting your student with the right test prep expert starts with having 

nothing but top-notch experts to choose from. We do this by being picky—

vetting every applicant through tutoring simulations, academic and background 

checks, and interviews. 

What we look for in a test prep expert:
• Exceptional teaching and communication skills 

• Expertise in each test section of the ISEE and/or SSAT

• Ability to identify why students struggle

• Prior teaching and mentoring experience

• Can customize assignments to maximize tutoring time

• And they have to be all-around good people 

What your student can expect to learn:

Effective tips for better time management and 
test pacing

Trusted strategies for verbal, quantitative 
reasoning, reading, math, and more

Question teardowns to understand what’s 
said, how it’s said, and why it’s said

Methods specific to prepping for their exam, 
whether it’s the ISEE or the SSAT

Techniques to identify common mistakes

Learn what it takes to pass.
Your student doesn’t just need to know the material to 

pass the ISEE or SSAT. They need to know strategies 

to study more efficiently and tackle each section with 

confidence. Most of all, they need to learn how to use 

their comprehension skills to think like the test maker, 

not the test taker.



Ways to Prep
Test prep made more convenient.

Online
Your student can meet with a top tutor 

on our Live Learning Platform—a unique 

online workspace with 2-way video, a 

collaborative workboard, and session 

recording. It’s like being in the same room, 

but better.

Instant Tutoring
It’s 9PM the night before the exam. Your student has a last 

minute question. What do you do? With Instant Tutoring, they 

can connect with an expert tutor in a matter of minutes.

Live Online Classes
Your student can join an expert instructor and other students 

for live lessons in a virtual classroom. They’ll get all the 

benefits of an engaged class without having to leave home.

Did you 
know?

Live tutoring can result in 35% higher test scores than 
software-driven tutoring.
Reif, F. & Scott, L.A. (1999). “Teaching scientific thinking skills: students and computers coaching each other.” American Journal of Physics, 67, 819-381. 



Revolutionized 
Learning
We believe the right expert with the right 
tools can be the difference between 
“accepted” and “better luck next time.” We 
believe innovation and smart tech are the 
keys to helping your student get into the 
school of their choice. And we believe it’s 
time to rethink how we all learn. 



Live Learning Platform
An online experience that boosts test scores.
Our innovative Live Learning Platform combines video chat, interactive tools, and collaborative workspaces. The result 

is a rich 1-on-1 learning experience in which your student feels like they’re sitting at the same table as their tutor. 

With online tutoring, and our Live 

Learning Platform, we can connect 

your student to the absolute best tutor 

for their needs regardless of geography. 

That means you don’t have to settle 

for the neighbor kid or the franchise 

learning center down the street. 

No need to tidy up the house before 

your tutor arrives. Or sit in traffic on 

the way to meet them at a coffee shop. 

Our Live Learning Platform lets your 

student enjoy a 1-on-1 session without 

leaving the house, and without the 

usual hassles. 

Every tutoring session that happens 

on our Live Learning Platform is 

recorded and immediately available. 

If your student can’t remember how 

a problem was solved or they forgot 

a key piece of info, it’s not a problem. 

Rewind and rewatch. 

Connect to an entire 
world of tutors.

Get convenience you 
didn’t expect.

Rewatch and relearn with 
recorded sessions.



Mobile App
Studying on the go is a tap away with our 

free mobile app—complete with useful 

learning tools, practice tests, and more. 

Full-Length Practice Exams
Nothing builds confidence like knowing what’s 

on the exam. In addition to regular homework, 

your student will be able to take a series of 

full practice exams to get a feel for timing and 

cadence of questions.

Diagnostic Tests
When your student completes any of our diagnostic tests, their tutor can identify 

the concepts they know and the ones they need to work on. And that means they 

get the right help in the right areas.

Included Resources
Additional tools for added confidence.
Staying on top of the material is key to getting a great result. That’s why we include industry-leading tools and practice 

resources at no additional cost.



Contact us today to connect with a top tutor!

(888) 886-0446  |  contact@varsitytutors.com

Why Varsity Tutors?

Varsity Tutors Local Tutor
Franchise 
Learning 
Center

Access to the best experts in the world ✓ X X

Recorded tutoring sessions ✓ X X

Score improvement guarantee ✓ X ✓

Personalized learning plans (AI-powered) ✓ X X

Thoroughly vetted tutors ✓ X ✓

Advanced tutor matching ✓ X X

Satisfaction guarantee ✓ X ✓

1-on-1 Online Tutoring, Live Online Group Classes ✓ X X

Free learning resources developed by experts ✓ X X

Instant Tutoring ✓ X X

BETTER SCORE 

GUARANTEE

SATISFACTION 

GUARANTEE

Our Guarantees
We proudly stand by our service. And with the right amount of effort and 

focus, we know we can help your student reach their goals—guaranteed.

tel:8888860446
mailto:contact%40varsitytutors.com?subject=


“ 

– Emily, parent, New York, NY

Varsity Tutors helped 
expand my son’s 
knowledge and test prep 
skills. He got a great score 
and was admitted to his 
first choice of schools. 
With a scholarship!




